
INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS FACILITY

IAF Reveal Showcases New Facility

This March, the Port revealed progress on the new International Arrivals Facility (IAF). A special event invited partners
and the community to experience how connection and opportunity can draw our global community closer.

This new facility creates a modern welcome, improves the customer experience with more predictable and less stress
travel, and helps advance the Puget Sound as an international business gateway and tourism leader.

A special reveal broadcast took viewers behind the scenes on what it took to make the IAF possible. Watch the clip
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below to see how this facility is combining the region’s demand for travel and tourism with designing airport facilities with
an environmental and regional mindset. It’s a snapshot of the planning and the hard work that went into designing this
sustainable facility.

The Port will soon announce the spring opening schedule for the most complex capital program in our airport’s history.

Learn all about the new IAF →

C CONCOURSE EXPANSION

SEA Reaches for New Heights
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The C Concourse Expansion  is giving the world a peek at how innovative design helps meet the Port’s sustainability
goals. Stunning architectural and environmental design elements by Miller Hull and Woods Bagot bring the outdoors in
and let the indoors see onto sweeping views. 

This project is slated to begin construction later this year and will be the first of its kind to follow the Port’s Sustainable
Project Framework. It will add space for a more comfortable customer journey and will also allow more room for
additional dining, retail, airline lounges, and other amenities. The spaces will have a Pacific Northwest vibe with features
that will excite and elevate the look and feel of SEA Airport.

Early work will begin during summer 2022 with major construction beginning mid-2023. Turner Construction is the
general contractor and currently has open bid opportunities for this project. Visit Turner Construction for more
opportunities or explore procurement and contract information on VendorConnect.

Read more about C Concourse Expansion →

SEA GATEWAY PROJECT

Construction Begins this Spring
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SEA and Alaska Airlines begin work this spring to create usable space in currently undeveloped areas between the
skybridges, ticketing, and bag claim levels The SEA Gateway project will bring incredible improvements to the airport’s
front door. Bright and open spaces will reduce crowding. A more fluid arrival path will make the airport experience more
efficient and less stressful.   

Early construction will first impact the bag claim level where protective scaffolding and barricades will soon appear.
Phase 1 is expected to be completed in 2023 with Phase 2 completing in 2025. 

Learn more about this project →

PARKING GARAGE ENHANCEMENTS

First Two Floors
Are Lit

The Automated Parking Guidance System (APGS) has
been activated on the first two floors of SEA’s Parking
Garage. This system, by Park Assist, features colored light
sensors to indicate vacant (green), occupied (red), and
accessible (blue) parking spots. This helps airport
passengers find available spots quicker and with less
stress as they navigate the parking garage. The project is

ROADWAY CONSTRUCTION

Cell Phone Lot and Air Cargo
Rd. Updates Wrapping Up

Construction ends soon for the Cell Phone Lot and Air
Cargo Rd. and S. 170th St. Improvements Project. The
latest updates include a slightly adjusted arrow on the Cell
Phone Lot exit sign, a new traffic signal for drivers exiting
the northbound expressway at S. 170th St., and a new
traffic light for drivers exiting the Cell Phone Lot onto S.
170th St. These new traffic lights improve congestion for
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on schedule to be completed next year.

Read more about the APGS project →

those picking up passengers from SEA.

Read more about the improvements →

Bid Opportunities
Find Port procurement and contract
information at VendorConnect.
 

Go to VendorConnect →

Learn About Upcoming
Projects
Interested in doing business at SEA Airport? Check out our
Diversity in Contracting webpage. Sign up to join a PortGen
workshop and hear from Port staff, learn about new
projects, and network with other business.

CONTACT US
Have a question or a suggestion?
Email us at SEAcustomercare@portseattle.org
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